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                              Top Scoring Australian Red Wine
                              Top scoring New World Wine
 

James Halliday 2019 Wine Companion - AUG 2018

93 POINTS
“Fruit sourced from the Seaview, Whites Valley, McLaren Flat and Maslin districts. Deep and 
intense in colour, the bouquet is similarly brooding. Aromas of dark fruit, earth, chocolate 
and spice are there, but take some coaxing to emerge. Not massive, but thickly textured, 
almost palate coating, the flavours are all ripe fruit and warmth, the tannins inky and dry.”

The Wine Front, Campbell Mattinson - AUG 2018

93+ POINTS
“...beautifully put together. Balanced, ripe, etched with fine-grained tannin, complex in 
an easy-going way. It’s a mid-weight wine but if you like rich Australian shiraz, you will 
thoroughly enjoy this. Plums, cloves, toast, sweet spices – you know the drill. Excellent 
persistence. Excellent release.”

JamesSuckling.com, Nick Stock - AUG 2018

91 POINTS
“A bolder and darker-fruited expression that taps into the hearty regional style with aromas 
and flavors of blackberries, licorice and dark plums. Smooth, regal tannins, too. Screw cap. 
Drink now.”

Australian Wine Review, Andrew Graham - May 2018

91 POINTS
“Plump, viscous, full-bodied McLaren Vale Shiraz driven by the penetration of its warm, 
coffee oak enriched, thick mid palate. Light tannins, a slightly warm finish, and a whole lot 
of richness. Satisfying in its mode, this showcases the joy of that trademark McLaren Vale 
mid palate, even if its a somewhat obvious wine. Best drinking: Good now and will be going 
strong in a decade.”

The Real Review, Huon Hooke - APR 2018

92 POINTS
“Deep, dense red/purple colour. The aromas are fragrant and oak-lifted, with a hint of 
coconut and slight sweatiness. The tannins are dense, thick and chewy. It’s a big, extracted 
wine but not astringent. A more traditional Aussie shiraz, which will cellar well.”

The Vinsomniac, Stuart Robinson - APR 2018

90 POINTS
“It carries the McLaren Vale signature, writ-large: all black fruit and heady and earthen 
lines. Full, chewy palate, black fruit in abundance, twists of licorice, the double helix of its 
DNA. Tannin is barely there, well meshed into the very fabric of this wine’s being.”


